Generations of the Shoah International Newsletter
April 2023

Dear Members and Friends,

As we approach Yom Hashoah V’Hagyurah, Holocaust Remembrance Day, we again ask our members to consider donating to a social service agency that helps aging Holocaust survivors in need and / or to the museum / memorial / institution of your choice. If you feel well served by GSI, please pass it forward.

Our thanks to Ariana Neumann for being our Facebook guest in March! We now turn our attention to Karen Kruger who will be our guest in April. Here is the trailer for her film Letters From Brno. Our guest will answer questions from members, so we welcome you to participate and get to know Karen this month.

In June we will suspend our guest visits and, in honor of Holocaust Survivor Day, share stories of the Holocaust survivors who have inspired us. We will have more information on this next month.

We hope you will join the discussion: GSI book / film discussion group | Facebook.

Thank you, and be well,
Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and in other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ communities: genshoah@gmail.com.

The form for event submissions may be found at: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming (next) month’s issue.
To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Fortunoff Video Archive’s first digital curriculum unit is available online. The unit is called “Race and Citizenship in Nazi Germany and Jim Crow United States”.

CONFERENCES

Remembering & Rethinking: The International Forum on Collecting, Preserving, and Disseminating Holocaust Testimonies
April 19 – 20, 2023
Lancaster House Stable Yard London SW1A 1BB United Kingdom

Heroines of the Holocaust:
Nurses and Doctors as Resisters in the Holocaust and Genocide
June 6, 2023 11:00 am ET
Foundation Hall, Wagner College Holocaust Center, Staten Island, NY
To register for zoom: https://wagner.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJUodu sqDIoE9MofoldeGda1-03Mr3Xh4. To register in person email: holocaust.center@wagner.edu.

Commemoration and Reunion in Mauritius
September 6 – 8, 2023
Republic of Mauritius
For more information and RSVP please email: roni.mikel@mail.huji.ac.il
UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising: 80 Years Later
April 10, 2023 3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections
Teachers Study Day

Bulgarian Jews and the Holocaust
April 11, 2023 9:00 am - 12:15 pm ET
Seton Hall University, South Orange, NJ
Virtual, Microsoft Teams. To register: Jay.Wolferman@shu.edu

Liberation & Return to Life: An American Liberator’s Story
April 17, 2023 3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

Teaching about Genocide
April 20, 2023 4:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

Political Cartoons from the Holocaust to Ukraine: Resistance to Tyranny
April 20, 2023 7:00 pm CT
World Without Genocide, MN

Echoes of the Holocaust: Eugenics and Disability in the Time of the Holocaust
April 24, 2023 4:00 pm PT (Virtual)
Facing History & Ourselves

Pillar of Salt: A Daughter’s Life in the Shadow of the Holocaust
April 25, 2023 4:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

Professional Development Workshop
Commemorating the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising
April 27, 2023 9:30 am - 1:30 pm ET
St. Elizabeth University
Raines Auditorium
2 Convent Rd, Morristown, NJ
In-person. To register: rquinlan@steu.edu

Religious Approaches to Understanding Rescue during the Holocaust
May 30 – June 2, 2023
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
The Alan Cornell US Campus Faculty Seminar
June 5 – 15, 2023
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

About the Holocaust & Human Rights Teachers of America Symposium
July 24 – 27, 2023
Avalon Hotel, Alpharetta, GA

Jewish Resistance during the Holocaust Revisited
December 4 – 7, 2023
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – April 28, 2023— Furman University, Greenville, SC
Troy University, Troy, AL
Prairie State College Library, Chicago Heights, IL
Boise State University, Boise, ID

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibition: Americans and the Holocaust.

Now – May 10, 2023—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
Exhibit from the Montreal Holocaust Museum: Witness to History, Keepers of Memory offers a look at the life trajectories of Holocaust survivors in Canada. For information and to schedule a visit: michelle.edgar@raritanval.edu.

Now – June 18, 2023—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Survivors: Faces of Life After the Holocaust.

Now – June 18, 2023—Holocaust Resource & Education Center of Florida, Maitland, FL
Exhibit: Finding Kalman and Never Again – Again.

Now – August 13, 2023—Ronald Reagan Presidential Library & Museum, Simi Valley, CA
Exhibition: Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. The exhibition brings together more than 700 original objects of great historic and human value.

April 2, 2023, 1:00 pm ET—Yeshiva University, New York, NY

April 2, 2023, 3:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
The Forward Presents: Playing Anne Frank. Using archival material and interviews with surviving cast and crew members, Forward executive editor Adam Langer presents the backstory of the Pulitzer Prize-winning play and Oscar-winning film, and how this iconic work shapes those involved in performing it. In-person & Virtual.
April 2, 2023, 19:00 BST—Jewish Vegetarian Society, 855 Finchley Rd, London, UK
Join Us At The Stove for a storytelling event. Open to second and third generation in the Holocaust survivor community who want to share their stories and meet new friends. Fees.

April 3, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Phoenix Holocaust Association, Scottsdale, AZ

April 4, 2023, 12:00 noon CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL
Online "Lunch & Learn" Music of Remembrance featuring Jake Heggie and Gene Scheer; son of Holocaust Survivors and former Chicago Tribune arts critic Howard Reich; and founder and artistic director of Music of Remembrance (MOR), Mina Miller. Fees.

April 5, 2023, 1:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Book talk: This Was Not America: A Wrangle Through Jewish-Polish-American History, a conversation between author Michael Steinlauf, historian of Polish-Jewish culture and child of Holocaust survivors and the anthropologist and artist Elżbieta Janicka.

April 7, 2023, 10:00 am MT—Arizona Jewish Historical Society, Phoenix, AZ
Virtual seminar: The Holocaust and Beyond with survivor Wolfgang Hellpap. RSVP to afusco@azjhs.org.

April 7, 2023, 5:00 pm PT—Western Washington University, Bellingham, WA

April 11, 2023, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO, New York, NY
Zoom Book Talk: Knowledge Under Siege | The Guardians of Fate with Bożena Keff. Keff asks if the Poles were helpless witnesses or co-perpetrators.

April 11, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—United Nations, New York, NY
Exhibit opening: Stories of Survival and Remembrance: A Call to Action for Genocide Prevention.

April 11, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Dolan Performance Hall, St. Elizabeth University, Morristown, NJ
The Muslim World and the Shoah: Menhaz Afridi, global scholar, professor, and Director of Holocaust, Genocide, and Interfaith Education at Manhattan College, will address the connections between the Holocaust and the Muslim world. Her work, Shoah Through Muslim Eyes, illuminates an understudied aspect of the Holocaust. For more: rquinlan@steu.edu.

April 12, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Smithsonian Magazine, Washington, DC
Online: The Legacy of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising 80 Years Later. Fees.

April 15, 2023, 8:00 pm, April 16, 2023, 2:30 pm—Prime Stage Theatre, Pittsburgh, PA
Live world premiere of Perseverance. Few visitors to the G&S Jewelry Store in Pittsburgh’s Squirrel Hill neighborhood during the 1960s and ’70s were aware that the cheerful proprietor, Melvin Goldman, had spent his teens enduring the horrors of Auschwitz before arriving as a
penniless refugee in postwar Pittsburgh intent on reshaping his family’s destiny. Streaming will be available April 24 – May 7, 2023 on Prime Stage Theatre’s website.

April 16, 2023, 11:00 am ET—Memorial to the Six Million, Greenwood Cemetery, Atlanta, GA Community-Wide Holocaust Commemoration with featured speaker Ilse Eichner Reiner, Holocaust survivor from Czechoslovakia. In honor of Yom HaShoah, admission to the Breman Museum’s Holocaust exhibition will be free to the public on April 16, 11 am - 4 pm. For more information, visit thebreman.org or call 678.222.3700.

April 16, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Temple Emanu-El, 5th Ave at 65th St, New York, NY Annual Gathering of Remembrance, In-person and virtual.

April 16, 2023, 2:00 pm CT—University of Texas, Dallas TX Zivia Lubetkin's Days of Destruction and Revolt; Memories of a Female Ghetto Fighter with Dr. David Patterson.

April 16, 2023, 2:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL On-Site & Online Commemoration: Yom Hashoah 2023 – Voices of Children

April 16, 2023, 3:00 pm MT—Congregation Beth Israel, Scottsdale, AZ Valley-Wide Yom Hashoah Commemoration. RSVP required: https://phxha.com/contact-us/.


April 16, 2023, 6:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial and Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY Virtual program: Seeking Shelter: A Memoir of a Jewish Girlhood in Wartime Britain featuring Cynthia Ehrenkrantz.

April 16, 2023, 6:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Miami Beach, 1933-1945 Meridian Ave, Miami Beach, FL Community Yom Hashoah Observance. To volunteer to read names of those who perished in the Holocaust / for more information: 305-538-1663.

April 16, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Congregation Shaaray Shalom, West Hempstead, NY Virtual Yom Hashoah Remembrance Day program My Conversations with Elie Wiesel: Lessons Learned for our World Today presented by journalist Marvin Kalb and Remembering the Holocaust – Survivor Testimony with Goldie Schwartz.

April 16, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—MorseLife Nextgenerations, West Palm Beach, FL Reading the Holocaust: The Power of Literature with Dr. Miriam Klein Kassenoff and Sally N. Levine.
April 17, 2023, 9:30 am ET—Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ
Yom Hashoah Remembrance Program: Dr. Elizabeth Anthony, Director of Visiting Scholars Programs at the US Holocaust Memorial Museum will share the research she conducted for her book, The Compromise of Return: Viennese Jews after the Holocaust.

April 17, 2023, 6:00 pm PT—Jewish Family and Children’s Services, San Francisco, CA
Virtual Yom Hashoah Holocaust Remembrance Day featuring creators of the PBS documentary The U.S. and The Holocaust.

April 17, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—YIVO, Center for Jewish History, New York, NY

April 17, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Stanton Street Shul, 180 Stanton St, New York, NY
3GNY Yom Hashoah Evening of Remembrance. The ceremony will be guided by the new "Hitkansut Haggadah," developed by the Shalom Hartman Institute. RSVP Requested.

April 17, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Foundation Hall, One Campus Rd, Wagner College Holocaust Center, Staten Island, NY
Second generation Fern Zagor and Ram Roth, and scholar Daan de Leeuw on Jewish Women in the Lublin-Majdanek Camp System.

April 17, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Liberty Hall Academic Center, Kean University, Union, NJ
Yom Hashoah Commemoration with guest speaker Eva Safier Wiener, Holocaust survivor. In-person and online.

April 17, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Congregation Kol Ami, 1101 Springdale Ave, Cherry Hill, NJ
Community Yom HaShoah Commemoration with guest speaker Survivor Nella Glick.

April 17, 2023, 7:00 pm PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Carrying on the Legacy: Holocaust Remembrance Day Community Program in-person and livestreamed.

April 18, 2023 – January 8, 2024—Polin Museum of the History of Polish Jews, Warsaw, Poland
Exhibit: "Around Us a Sea of Fire. The fate of Jewish civilians during the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising"

April 18, 2023, 10:00 am ET—St. George Theater, 35 Hyatt Street, Staten Island, NY
Performance: Rising Up: Young Holocaust Heroes. Fees. For more information: holocaust.center@wagner.edu.

April 18, 2023, 6:00 pm ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Virtual Program: Preserving Jewish History: Exploring Centropa’s Library of Rescued Memories. Dr. Lauren Granite, Centropa’s Director of Education in North America, will discuss how the organization interviewed over 1,200 elderly Jewish people and digitized over
25,000 privately held family photographs and personal documents to create thematic websites, multimedia films, traveling exhibitions, educational programs, and illustrated books.

April 18, 2023, 7:00 pm Israel time—Charles Bronfman Auditorium, Tel Aviv, Israel
Concerts entitled Remembering Together are organized in Warsaw and Tel Aviv at the same time to symbolically unite in an act of remembrance of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising.

April 18, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Beth El Synagogue, 500 N. Jerome Ave, Margate, NJ
Community Yom HaShoah Commemoration.

April 18, 2023, 7:30 pm ET—Young Israel of Staten Island, 835 Forest Hill Rd, Staten Island, NY
Yom Hashoah program with Auschwitz survivor Stefania Hecht. For more: holocaust.center@wagner.edu.

April 19, 2023, 11:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Virtual Walking Tour: The Year of Remembrance of the Heroes of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising Part 2

April 19, 2023, 1:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial and Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
Zoom book club: The Librarian Spy by Madeline Martin.

April 19, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

April 19, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Carnegie Hall, New York, NY
A Concert for Sugihara. Get tickets at CarnegieHall.org (discount code: SUG39816).

April 20, 2023, 4:30 pm ET—Kean University, Union, NJ
Zoom program: The Ethics of Rescue: True Stories Behind Bergen-Belsen’s Liberation with author Dr. Bernice Lerner.

April 20, 2023, 4:30 pm ET—South Jersey Holocaust Coalition, Cumberland, NJ
Virtual event: Speaking Yiddish to Chickens. Holocaust Survivors on South Jersey Poultry Farms with author Seth Stern. To register: holocaustcoalition@gmail.com.

April 20, 2023, 6:30 pm ET—Temple Emanu-El, New York, NY
Screening and discussion: The Devil’s Confession: The Lost Eichmann Tapes with director Yariz Mozer, Elie Honig, Legal Analyst, CNN, and award-winning documentary filmmaker, Gavriel Rosenfeld, President of the Center for Jewish History in New York, Professor of History and Director of the Judaic Studies Program at Fairfield University. In person and online.

April 20, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Spring Theater with the Braid: Remembrance of Things Present, a new work of theatre depicting stories of growing up in the shadow of the Holocaust. In-person and livestream.
April 20, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Marlene Meyerson JCC Manhattan, 334 Amsterdam Ave / 76th St., New York, NY

April 20, 2023, 7:00 pm CT—Jewish Museum, Milwaukee, WI
Purged or Looted? The Nazis’ Campaign Against “Degenerate” Art and Questions of Restitution. Jonathan Petropoulos will tell the story of the Nazis’ theft of European art and provide insights about the current restitution landscape. Fees.

April 23, 2023, 1:00 pm ET—JCRC, Washington, DC
Virtual Yom Hashoah V’Hagvurah Commemoration.

April 23, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
Film screening: Besa – The Promise, the story of Albanians who rescued Jews during the Holocaust. Suggested donation.

April 23, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Jewish Museum of Florida, 301 Washington Ave, Miami Beach, FL

April 23, 2023, 2:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL
On-site film screenings Joe’s Violin & The Lady in Number 6: Music Saved My Life

April 23, 2023, 3:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

April 23, 2023, 3:15 pm ET—Temple Sharey Tefilo-Israel, 432 Scotland Rd, South Orange, NJ
46th Annual SOMA Interfaith Holocaust Remembrance Service. Rally of Remembrance on front lawn at 3:15 followed at 4:00 pm by service indoors with guest speaker Fred Polak, child of Dutch Holocaust survivors. In-person or live stream.

April 23, 2023, 4:00 pm ET—Cranford Theater, 25 North Avenue West, Cranford, NJ

April 25, 2023, 4:30 pm ET—Kean University, Union, NJ
April 25, 2023, 6:30 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Book Talk, Speaking Yiddish to Chickens: Holocaust Survivors on South Jersey Poultry Farms with author Seth Stern.

April 26, 2023, 10:00 am ET—Kean University, Union, NJ
Zoom: Third Generation Voices of the Holocaust Student Presentation with 3GNJ.

April 26, 2023, 12:00 noon ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Virtual Program: Wartime Cabaret: Remaking Theatre from a Jewish Ghetto. In 2017, two teams of artists from Australia and South Africa reimagined a cabaret created in 1943 by Jewish prisoners in the wartime ghetto at Terezín (Theresienstadt) in Czechoslovakia. Dr. Lisa Peschel, Associate Professor in Theatre at the University of York, will show how the artists used the archival traces of the original script to bring Terezín’s past into our present while engaging with deeply felt contemporary concerns.

April 27, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
The Holocaust as an Interdisciplinary Tapestry Part 3: Why Should We Care? The Holocaust and Public Humanities with Professor Bjorn Krondorfer.

April 27, 2023, 6:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Aharon Applefeld’s Poland, A Green Land, a discussion with Altie Karper Editorial Director of Schocken Books.

April 27, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Higgins Middle School, 85 Perkins St, Peabody, MA
Yom Hashoah program: The Will to Live: Creativity and Remembrance, in-person and online with remarks, reflections, and music.

April 27, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Book talk, Unearthed: A Lost Actress, a Forbidden Book, and a Search for Life in the Shadow of the Holocaust with author Meryl Frank.

April 30, 2023, 11:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Discovering Kazimierz, Krakow’s Historic Jewish Quarter Virtual Walking Tour

May 4, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

May 9, 2023, 6:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
A Conversation with the Second Generation: The Importance of Telling Our Stories

May 11, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Jewish Museum, Milwaukee, WI
Race, Degeneracy and Eugenics in the Late 19th / Early 20th Centuries. Fees.

May 12 – June 23, 2023— Ben May Main Library, Mobile Public Library, Mobile, AL
Dayton Metro Library, Dayton, OH
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: Americans and the Holocaust.
May 15, 2023, 12:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Focus on Holocaust History - Transnistria: Special Topics Raised in The Holocaust: What Hate Can Do.

May 18, 2023, 6:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

**FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

**FYI...** Online newsletters
Memoria [EN] No. 66 (03/2023)
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
Yad Vashem March 16, 2023

**FYI...** The Republic of Austria purchased several properties at the site of the former Gusen I concentration camp and the entrance area to the “Bergkristall” tunnel system built by prisoners in St. Georgen an der Gusen. The Mauthausen Memorial launched a participation process to develop a master plan with design and functional guidelines. The survey is available in English and German: go to survey.

**FYI...** The Museum of Jewish Heritage in New York is offering a variety of tour options to explore Jewish cultures and communities, both past and present, across the Diaspora. For more information: Jewish Heritage Travel, jhtravel.org or email info@jhtravel.org.

**FYI...** As a 2G or 3G, if you would like to participate in the Claims Conference’s latest Holocaust education social media campaign in which survivors share their Holocaust histories and their 2G and/or 3G pledge to carry their stories forward so that they are never forgotten, please email eric.thomason@claimscon.org. Previous Claims Conference campaigns include It Started With Words, Don’t Be a Bystander and No Denying It.

**FYI...** From the Ben Uri Gallery in London: Shaping the Future: New Arrivals at the Ben Uri Collection presents an eclectic display of new acquisitions and long-term loans to the Ben Uri Collection. Exhibit runs every Wednesday to Friday from 10 am to 5:30 pm until June 2, 2023.

**FYI...** Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus shutdown and beyond. Here are some of them:
February 16, 2023: Lilly Malnik 94-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor, Bubby & Tiktok Influencer
February 28, 2023: Anne Frank Was Only One of Thousands in Occupied Netherlands That Kept Diaries. Others Include Dutch Nazis, Farmers, and Resisters
March 8, 2023: An Heiress Turned Rescuer
March 12, 2023: Betrayed: Child Sex Abuse and the Holocaust
March 15, 2023: Dramatic Engagement: The Arts and Holocaust Education
March 19, 2023: Remembrance Through Art and Music
March 20, 2023: From Silence to Celebration Remembrance Through Music
March 22, 2023: First Person with Holocaust Survivor Joel Nommick

Click here for past podcasts from the Ackerman Center Podcast
Click here for past videos from the Anne Frank House
Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI

Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (hoctaustedu.org)

Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Study Center
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from the Lappin Foundation
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past Museo del Holocausto de Buenos Aires programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage

Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for 2021 First Person programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed.
Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO Institute for Jewish Research

FYI… From the Museum of History of Polish Jews: Online History Course: Women and Resistance in the Warsaw Ghetto.

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts, and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn’t work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, or others.

Across Borders: International
As European nations celebrate their past, a US Holocaust envoy reminds them of its darker corners
Art in spotlight as 9 countries' Holocaust envoys hold 1st gathering on restitution
The Secret History of the British and American Elite Who Worked for Hitler
'Aren't You Ashamed to Make War on Jewish Children?'
The Russo-Ukrainian War Through a Historian’s Eyes
Kandinsky Work Recovered By Heirs Of Jewish Holocaust Victim Sells For Record $45M
Jewish group, German organization urge EU authorities to end pro-Nazi marches.
Israeli, Polish foreign ministers meet, seeking to mend ties
Israel says ‘crisis’ with Poland is over as the countries agree to resume student trips to Holocaust sites
‘The war in Ukraine helped resolve Israel-Poland diplomatic crisis’
Australian identities to join Poland–Israel tour

Albania
Albania to build museum to citizens who saved Jews during Holocaust

Australia
The Aboriginal leader who spoke up for the Jews
Survivor’s Premier Event
How effective are Holocaust education programs?
Has Holocaust education failed?
Changing attitudes in Poland

Bulgaria
WJC salutes Bulgarian authorities for banning Neo-Nazi Lukov March
How the Jewish Population of Bulgaria Was Saved From the Nazis
Why Bulgarian Jews Skipped An Official Ceremony Marking Their Rescue From the Nazis
Bulgarian Jews skipped an official ceremony marking 80 years since their rescue from the Nazis. Why?

Canada
First Person | I respected my grandma's choice of MAiD, but didn't know how to prepare for her passing | CBC News
'You feel the magnitude': Newmarket educators visit Holocaust sites

Georgia
Honoring Holocaust Survivors' Stories Through Public Service

Germany
Germany: Accused Nazi Camp Guard Dies Ending Case Against Him
Germany should fast-track Nazi trials before the criminals all die off.
Bones of ‘victims in the name of science,’ including Jews, buried in Berlin
Berlin Holds Funeral for Bone Fragments Linked to Nazi Research
Dachau: 90 Years On The Warning Remains
How Nazi-sympathizing scholars prepared the ideological groundwork for genocide
The Children of the Nazis’ Genetic Project
New Film On the Bombing Of German Cities In WWII
Jewish Perspectives On Antisemitism In Germany

NPR’s Celebration of German Public Memory: A Study in Colonial Amnesia — Weave News

The long shadow of German colonialism

Traute Lafrenz, Last Surviving Member of Anti-Nazi Resistance Group the White Rose, Dies at 103

Dealing With Holocaust Trauma Through Music

Greece

Long ignored, Greek Holocaust survivors are finally heard

80 years later, Thessaloniki’s documentary film festival to pay tribute to deported Jews

Greece marks 80th anniversary of first deportation of Greek Jews to Auschwitz

Israel

Yad Vashem To Reach Five Million Shoah Victims' Name Records

Binationalism and the misuse of Holocaust memory

50 Holocaust survivors urge stop to judicial overhaul: ‘Shattering Jewish democracy’

Minister to opposition: Stop comparing me to Goebbels, 'your families burnt there'

The Cellist in Auschwitz Who Feared the World Wouldn’t Believe Her

How a young Jewish man with a talent for forgery hid in plain sight in WWII Berlin

Home of the Holocaust – The Land of Žemaitija

Nazi yellow star badges part of long history of forcing Jews to identify themselves

Italy

Italy's far-right government approves new Holocaust museum in Rome

Top Rome Soccer Club Lazio Bans Fans Over Fascist Salutes, ‘Hitlerson’ Jersey

Latvia

Rīga Holocaust memorial vandalized again

Latvia is a Democracy: So Why Fear Critiquing Annual Riga Worship of Hitler’s Waffen SS?

Lithuania

The Glorification of Nazi History in Lithuania - The Blogs

Netherlands

Dutch church leaders take back Holocaust-related reference to Palestinians

Holocaust-era Dutch ‘diary keepers’ depict horrors outside of Anne Frank’s hideaway
WWII Series About Diaries of Dutch Author Murdered in Auschwitz to Be Led by Famed Israeli Director

Poland
Fundraising Target Reached To Save 8,000 Pairs Of Disintegrating Children Shoes At Auschwitz

‘One-of-a-Kind’ Historic Wooden Mikvah Excavated Near Site of Auschwitz Concentration Camp

Opinion: Forgotten Exodus - When The Jews Left Poland

Let Everyone Remember Her Name

Ahead of ghetto uprising anniversary, Polish and Israeli flags again fly over Warsaw

Israel, Poland reach agreement to resume school Holocaust trips after 3-year hiatus

Polish National Bank Issues Coin Honoring Anti-Communist Leader Accused of Murdering Jews

The incredible true story behind new WWII blockbuster ‘Filip’

How imaginary radio station helped women endure WWII death camp

Were ‘Ordinary Poles’ Perpetrators of the Holocaust?

Poland honors citizens who helped Jews during Holocaust

Poland’s PM honors citizens who helped Jews during Holocaust

Russia

Investigation Of Russian Professor Who Publicly Denied Holocaust Closed

Switzerland

Major Swiss art museum reviewing collection for Nazi-looted pieces

Swiss Art Foundation Launches Probe to Discover if Items Were Stolen by Nazis From Jews

Turkey

Students at elite Istanbul school perform Nazi salute in soccer game against Turkey’s only Jewish school

Turkish Authorities Launch Investigation Following Nazi Salute At High School Soccer Match Involving Jewish Team

Ukraine

‘One Cannot Explain It With Words’: The Holocaust by Bullets

United Kingdom

King's New Year's Honours Tea At Jewish Care's Holocaust Survivors' Centre

Many Holocaust survivors upset by Sunak backing for memorial, claims peer
The Nightmarish Reality Of Life In Nazi-Occupied Alderney
AJR unveils commemorative plaque at British Embassy in Vienna
UK hosts first international forum of envoys for Holocaust restitution
Board of Deputies apologises for tweet calling journalist an ‘a******’
Obituary: Captain Marcel Jaurant-Singer
Chief Rabbi Leads Service Honouring German-Jewish Footballer Killed In The Holocaust
‘Brutal’ lessons of Holocaust exposed amid fears for crisis-hit Europe
Holocaust survivor made 'human again' in Windermere made MBE
The Kindertransport refugee who is still writing books at 94
After The Annex: The tragic sequel to Anne Frank’s Diary
‘A Small Light’ tells Anne Frank’s iconic story from the perspective of those who hid and sustained her extended family
Thirty years on, Schindler’s List should never have been made
What DOES Harry know about the 'toxic trauma therapist' Gabor Mate?
Prince Harry's Guest Compared Hamas Terrorists To Warsaw Ghetto Fighters
Uncovering the lies of a mother who survived the Holocaust
The Holocaust Stole My Family History - Then I Started Searching
From peacetime team-mates to wartime enemies
Holocaust survivor: 'Nothing like this can happen again'
Opinion: Why does Holocaust testimony matter?
The next generation of Holocaust memoir is equally as powerful
Actor Stephen Fry Shares True Story of Dutch Artist, Cellist Who Forged Identity Cards for Thousands of Jews During WWII
Nazi Memorabilia Sale Slammed By Holocaust Survivor's Son
Book review: A Small Town in Ukraine and My Disappearing Uncle - takes on family history
‘Heil Hitler’: London Antisemitic Crime Wave Continues
Stephen Fry - Willem And Frieda - Defying The Nazis- TV Review
BBC sportscaster's tweet revives debate over making 'Nazi' references
BBC briefly suspends prominent sportscaster who likened British immigration policy to the Holocaust
'Nazi' references: BBC sportscaster's tweet revives debate.

USA
On Losing Survivors
Children’s Voices Rise from Death Pits
He Lost a Courbet Fleeing the Nazis. His Heirs Are Getting it Back.

Nazi-Looted Courbet Painting Currently in Cambridge Museum Will Be Returned

The Year We Hung Hitler

Raising the military's Holocaust awareness

Christian Educators Have a Moral Duty to Teach about the Holocaust

Trump’s calls for protests condemn George Soros, echo Jan. 6 — and draw Jewish concern

Rubin on antisemitic comments on George Soros from the GOP

Michigan GOP tweet compares gun control to the Holocaust

Michigan GOP condemned for comparing gun legislation to Nazi seizures

Michigan GOP slammed for comparing gun control to Holocaust

Michigan Democrats Demand GOP Apology for Holocaust Social Media Post

‘MIGOP stands by our statement’: Michigan GOP compares gun control to Holocaust, won't apologize.

Court orders defendants in Charlottesville neo-Nazi lawsuit to pay nearly $5 million for legal costs

NY Governor Speaks About Fighting Hate After Seeing Broadway Play 'Leopoldstadt' About Holocaust, Austrian Jewish Family

USC buys home for a new campus in Washington

Wikipedia's Intentional Distortion of the History of the Holocaust

Research Reveals Wikipedia's Intentional Distortion of the Holocaust.

Wikipedia’s ‘Supreme Court’ tackles alleged conspiracy to distort articles on Holocaust

Georgia House Advances Bill Adopting IHRA Definition of Antisemitism

‘Next Level Chutzpah’: Bill Adopting IHRA Definition of Antisemitism Stalls in Georgia House of Representatives

Holocaust, Genocide Education Mandate Passes First Hurdle

Meeting kicks off attempt to improve Holocaust education

Curriculum Change In Colorado Schools

Bill Would Mandate Holocaust Education In Maryland Schools

A Florida bill banning ‘ethnic intimidation’ flyers aims to stop the state’s neo-Nazi rise

Historical marker to honor Jewish actress and inventor Hedy Lamarr

Germany bestows its highest honor on Las Vegas-based Holocaust survivor Betty Grebenschikoff, 93, Holocaust Survivor Who Reunited With Childhood Friend

Holocaust Survivor Living In Dallas Passes Away At 102

Holocaust survivor living in Texas passes away at 97
Michael Gruenbaum, Holocaust survivor who wrote about boyhood in a Nazi concentration camp, dies at 92 - The Boston Globe

First Person: Remembering Michael Gruenbaum

Margot Stern Strom, who founded pioneering Holocaust education program Facing History, dies at 81

With Passion and Commitment, Kim Simon, 52, Shaped Vision and Culture of USC Shoah Foundation

Holocaust Survivor Turns 101

These Holocaust survivors were once classmates in a DP camp. They just reunited after 76 years.

Do not let it happen here, Holocaust survivor and Brown retiree urges community

A twin who survived Auschwitz shares how a doctor experimented on her and her identical sister — and tried to get them pregnant with other twins

South Jersey Chicken Farming Ushered In A New Life For Some Holocaust Survivors

Berkeley Talks transcript: The rise and destruction of the Jewish fashion industry

99-year-old Holocaust Survivor walks mall twice a day for 34 years

Opinion: Images that trivialize the Holocaust insult its victims, devalue our humanity

On Purim, Remembering Amalek Means Remembering the Holocaust and Confronting Hate

Antisemitic incidents highest since 1974, Las Vegas holocaust survivor rebukes rise

Steven Spielberg says antisemitism today is ‘standing proud with hands on hips like Hitler’

Can A Holocaust Film Offer Hope? Schindler's List (1993)

‘I want the world to see’: Holocaust survivor shares Auschwitz stories on TikTok

A Holocaust survivor fought antisemitism on TikTok and now he's a social media star

Holocaust survivor shares on TikTok to educate young people

She survived Auschwitz. Now she’s teaching Gen Z about it — on TikTok.

Social Media Influencer Uses Her Online Platforms to Educate Millions on Holocaust

'Reminds us of the horror of the Holocaust': Boynton Beach man donates family heirloom to preserve its place in history

Community Looks To Bring Holocaust Museum To Palm Beach County

Holocaust survivor living in Las Vegas explains past and hope for the future

Rhode Island Holocaust Survivor Shares Story With Leadership Institute For Teens

Juniors Interview Holocaust Survivor For Humanities Class

Holocaust survivor fled two countries to find peace and a mission in South Jersey

Son Of Local Holocaust Survivor To tell His Father's Story

Fine Arts Association’s Women’s Committee to hear about ‘Holocaust Education Today’
Former Professor Reflects On Surviving The Holocaust

Hearing the silence: Auschwitz exhibit makes West Coast debut in Simi Valley

Amid rise in antisemitism, Yeshiva University focuses on Holocaust education

For Keene State Grad Sofia Thornblad, New Job Stokes Her Curatorial Talents and Interests

News · Keene State College

From West Hollywood To Yeshiva University: A Sephardic Jew's Journey In The World Of The Holocaust

Izzy Judah Brings Living History To Daniels Fifth Graders

I shared my father's letters about Nazi horrors with a high school class

PMHS to host Holocaust exhibit '13 Drivers' Licenses’ with talk and Q&A on April 12

Idea School Presents Holocaust Exhibit

Local Event: Holocaust Remembrance Day in Glen Cove, Free, All Welcome to Attend

Heights High to commemorate 50 years of Holocaust education

5 Towns Students Participate In Special Holocaust Remembrance Program

Holocaust Survivors Speak at Nettingham Middle School in Scotch Plains

SCSD Hosts Third Generation Descendants Of Holocaust Survivors To Share Their Stories

Local Storyteller Creates Video Biography on Remarkable Long Island Holocaust Survivor Leo Ullman

The True Story Of World War II Heroine Corrie Ten Boom

Lili Bosse: Searching For Light In The Darkness

Award-winning Holocaust film serves up story of ‘heroism and courage’

Film About Israeli Teens on Life-Changing Holocaust Education Trip to Poland Gets Sold to North American Distributor

Holocaust survivors orchestra remembered in Minnesota cellist's new memoir

Former Minnesota Orchestra cellist's book tells of family ties to Holocaust | MinnPost

Watch Now: American Renaissance Students Reminded To Never Forget The Holocaust

History Lesson: Congregation Emanuel president teaches ARS students about Holocaust, Iredell Free News

Wright-Patterson remembers Holocaust

Holocaust Remembrance Day Held at ALJ

How a pair of Sunday school teachers inspired Craig Newmark to give his money away

What Effect Did Nazi Propaganda Have on the German People?

Daughter of Holocaust survivors establishes Kingwood nonprofit to promote healing, education

Jacobs School of Music presents ‘How We Go On: Generations After the Holocaust’
Montclair Adult School Presents Holocaust Remembrance Day Film & Talk With Rabbi Ariann Weitzman of Bnai Keshet

Wyoming County Students Inspired To Honor Holocaust Victims With Paper Chain Display

Artist depicts disarmingly beautiful Holocaust art

Helena Middle School students have artwork inspire at Holocaust memorials - Shelby County Reporter

Photography and the Holocaust: Then & Now – by Robert Hirsch - The Eye of Photography Magazine

The Vow: A Love Story And The Holocaust Honors The True Story Of A Miracle Couple

Holocaust survivor speaks at CSU on enduring childhood

Holocaust Survivor Pushes For Genocide Curriculum For Middle, High Schoolers

Boynton man's grandparents perished in Auschwitz; his family's hidden heirloom has an extraordinary story

'Day of Remembering': Listen to Holocaust survivors' children share families' stories

Virtual tour of Anne Frank’s house offers new way to teach about the Holocaust

Anne Frank Debuts At The Ned, Daughter Of Holocaust Survivor Speaks

Holocaust novel by Jodi Picoult removed as Florida school district purges libraries to comply with state law

Reckoning with a Troubled Past | Magda Teter

David Strathairn plays historic Holocaust witness Jan Karski

Emile Hirsch Joins Cast of Holocaust Drama ‘Bau, Artist at War’

A Holocaust Mystery Buried 61 Years is Finally Released as a Book, to Critical Acclaim

Book Review: 'The Collaborators,' by Ian Buruma

The Collaborators: Ian Buruma Review - Intriguing Study Of The Frenemy Within

Foreign Correspondent Martin Fletcher On Turning NBC News; Archive Into a Moving Art Exhibit and Book

Yad Vashem-Sponsored Symphony Celebrates Japanese Diplomat who Saved Jews During The Holocaust

Unique Carnegie Hall concert to honor Japanese diplomat Sugihara, who saved 6,000 Jews

After kicking down a Holocaust survivor’s door, a NY landlord becomes her guardian

‘Antisemitism Today’ addresses concerns of Jewish community

Reception in Geneseo for Holocaust art winners and new book

First 'All Quiet on the Western Front' producer saved Jews from Nazis.

'A Small Light' Is A Must-See Miniseries About Anne Frank's Protector, Miep Gies
Documentary About German Jewish Couple Who Gave Largest Donation to Israel in History to Premiere in NY

‘Choose strength. Choose life.’ Arnold Schwarzenegger speaks at Stockton University to combat rise in hate

Schwarzenegger Brings Message of Strength Against Hate

Arnold Schwarzenegger and His Nazi Father - Aish.com

Arnold Schwarzenegger has a powerful message for those who have gone down a path of hate.

Movie About Jewish Woman Betrayed to Nazis by Catholic Future Father-In-Law Gets Acquired by North American Distributor

The Light In The Darkness Shows The Horror Of The Holocaust, And You Can't "Win"

In new Holocaust video game, players walk in shoes of Jewish family ripped from home

Scottsdale Students Defaced Property With Hateful Images On Holocaust Studies, District Says

Jewish community members respond to vandalism of Holocaust project at Scottsdale school

How’s this for a Spotify playlist: SS Adolf Hitler Radio?

Ex-soldier sentenced to 45 years in neo-Nazi plot to kill his troop

Former Army Private Sentenced to 45 Years in Neo-Nazi Plot

Former U.S. Army Soldier Sentenced to 45 Years in Prison for Attempting for Murder Fellow Service Members in Deadly Ambush

‘Dilbert’ cartoon creator once questioned the number of Jews killed in the Holocaust

Stanford investigating after swastikas and Hitler image left on Jewish student's door

White Rose Magazine: What’s So Neo About Nazis?

‘Nazis Are Not Welcome in Florida’: State Bill on Antisemitic Crimes Would Give Five Year Prison Sentences to Offenders

Now We Have to Worry about Misogynistic Neo-Nazi Jihadist Satanists Infiltrating the Military?

Even neo-Nazis don't like each other - The Forward
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PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only.  Generations of the Shoah International and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities.  If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter.  We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people.  To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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